398 St Pauls Tce, Fortitude Valley

Baxter St Apartments - Boutique Complex Is Now Completed.
Baxter St Apartments will create a stylish new standard in carefree and cutting edge urban
living in a boutique building of just 56 sophisticated apartments, comprising 25 onebedroom and 31 two-bedroom residences.
Surrounded by the energy and appeal of the evolving Fortitude Valley precinct, these
apartments provide the modern and multi-functional environment for residents to make
the most of the vibrant inner-city lifestyle right on their doorstep.
A free-flowing interior design framed by crisp, clean architectural lines sets a
contemporary style template for sophisticated inner-city living at its very best.
This is showcased in the superior finishes at every turn, from high quality and hard wearing
floor coverings to stone kitchen benchtops, European appliances and tap ware.
Spacious bedrooms benefit from air-conditioning and ceiling fans to ensure a relaxed and
rejuvenating environment to recharge and enjoy the modern comforts of a sophisticated,
low-maintenance lifestyle set within an exciting, dynamic urban destination.
Each apartment effortlessly blends indoor and outdoor living spaces through a sleek,
flowing design highlighted by generous balconies capturing natural light, breezes and city
aspects which take full advantage of the building’s prime elevated location.
The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that information is accurate
and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no
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Apartments delivers a unique architectural statement befitting its prime position.

Baxter St Apartments sets new standards in sophisticated and streamlined modern living
that allows residents to fully immerse themselves in the vibrant Fortitude Valley
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Price
Property Type
Property ID

$560,000
residential
119
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